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A STORY OF BEAUTIFUL UNFOLDMENT
A Principal with Principles full of Love

When he joined AGVS he wanted to do a job. He was given the
responsibility of ‘teaching’ kindergarten students. (During those
early years, AGVS thought: 1. School is where teaching happens.
2. Kindergarten doesn’t require experienced educators.)
Slowly, he started understanding the students. He spent quality
time with the co-teachers. He started loving the school gradually.
This also came from the fact he was being respected in his village
for his work in the school. In the year 2017, he was given this
responsibility of being the principal of the school.
In the last month, a young ambitious girl joined AGVS. Dimple
shared, “I was quite startled when I came to know that Manoj Sir is
the principal of the school. I wondered why? But now, everyday I
get the experience which justifies this loudly and clearly.” She
shared those experiences.
Manoj Wadaskar, a man who has evolved in an wholesome manner, has taken up the charge
beautifully. He gracefully deals with all the challenging situations. He shared, “Now I realise that we,
the people from rural areas can transform the villages. We have the power to do it. I am blessed to
have an opportunity which can make this happen. If the kids of our villages understand how to live
life rather than how to make a living, things will completely change.”
Few instances:
When he was presenting for the first time in front of the management team, he asked the teachers to
join too and the reason with humility he gave was: If I am the leader, my job is to create leaders.
When elder students from a village came to ask for some solution against the online classes, he shared
with them an analogy:
Your relationship with us is like a mother and her child. When the child is very young, she tries all
methods to give the child nutritious food. If the child doesn’t like methi ki sabzi, she makes methi
paratha. But now you have reached, 9th grade. You are grown ups now. Now is the time, the child
comes to the mother to tell that he is hungry. If you’re hungry for learning, you will get opportunities
to learn.”
AGVS feels proud of him and of his evolution as a human being and as an impartial and conscious
leader.
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BLOCK DEVELOPMENT OFFICER, SAONER VISITS AGVS
Mr. Anil Nagne, the block
development officer, visited the
school this month. He was
accompanied by Block
education officer, Mr. Bhakre.
BDO said he was curious to
know about the project in
detail. He was impressed and
asked us if he could help the
school in any way. He
appreciated the concept of
Organic Education. The block education officer too acknowledged the achievements of the school.
challenging period.

FINALLY AGVS GETS ITS OWN DEDICATED LINE
FOR INTERNET

STAFF GETS THE GROCERY
KITS BECAUSE OF KHUSHROO
POACHA SIR

It had been a long long wait
for the connectivity. Now we
are truly Abhyudaya
GLOBAL Village School. We
could get the LAN
connection. We are grateful
to Persistent Foundation for understanding the
need and supporting us in a short span of time.

Sir and his generous team of
Seva Kitchen have supported the entire teaching,
non-teaching and farming staff with grocery kits
during these tough times when the school is able to
provide them only 50% salaries to them.

ROTARY CLUB OF
NAGPUR VISION
SUPPORTS AGVS

SAILING BECAUSE OF THE SUPPORT
We are also grateful for the continued support from
Excel Controlinkages Pvt. Ltd., Birewar
Foundation & PIX Transmissions Ltd. Without the
generous support from corporates like you and from
compassionate individuals, it would have been
extremely difficult to manage during these tough
times. The school feels blessed.

We are grateful to the
Rotary Club of Nagpur
Vision for supporting the
school during this challenging period.

INNER WHEEL CLUB OF
NAGPUR SUPPORTS AGVS
We are grateful to the
Inner Wheel Club of
Nagpur for supporting the
school during this
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